


The changing of seasons always bring a lot of modifications in life. The brown leafs fall and give 
place to the snow, that accumulates in the tree branches. The colour palettes modify and the 
cozyness becomes the ally for the winter season, with all the cold colors that stand out in the 
daily life.

COVET HOUSE brings a wide range of products, colors and trends for the cold days to come 
,with the best luxury and handcrafted products from brands like BOCA DO LOBO, DELI-
GHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, 
RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, and FOOGO.

THE COLD AND JOLLIEST SEASON OF THE YEAR INSPIRED THESE
WINTER TRENDS

WINTER IS COMING



The levels of the ocean are increasing every year, maybe that’s why the different hues of blue 
are the new black, this season. The more mix of blues it’s incorporate in the design, the better, 
from the navy blue, the denim and colbat blue to the ocean and peacock. The options for the 
design are endless. In this example, combining two various hues of blue creates the perfect 
environment for this living room. The blend of the blue tones navy and ocean, generates the 
calm and smoothing ambience in this design.

Making the best mix 
of blue shades is the 
Florence Stool, by 
ESSENTIAL HOME. 
The cylindrical shape 
and a cashined seat 
upholstered in velvet 
fabric, creating a soft 
and comfortable so-
lution for the living 
room. 

The Kelly Two Seat Sofa, from KOKET, is the perfect match into this ocean of blues. It’s com-
posed by sumptuous pleated waves of a soft upholstery fabric, bringing the perfect level of 
cozyness into the home. The metal band transfers a more luxury and sophisticated look into 
the design with its golden glimpse. The polished brass gold details agrees with the metal band 
in the Kelly sofa.



MIX THE BEST SHADES OF BLUE 
TO ACHIEVE THE NEW AESTHETIC OF 2019

Koket has a wide range of upholstery with shades of denim and navy blue. The Mandy Chair is 
a fluid and unusual chair transcend design and jewelry. The navy blue Chignon Chair is a shade 
of blue perfect to combine with lighter blues. The Chignon chair is fully upholstered in a soft 
velvet upholstery fabric. Also pursuing the trend of different hues of blue, ESSENTIAL HOME, 
has a lighter blue color palette. 

Charlotte is a polished brass with glossy black legs chair described has simple but with a sleek 
line. The ocean shade of blue gives a calm and breezy effect reminding as the color name, the 
ocean. Still in the same line of shades, this Azure Mansfield Armchair with an accent barrel 
chair is a fun and more bright, giving a special and trendy retro vibe to the design.

THE WIDE RANGE HUES OF BLUES GOES ALONG WITH THE MIXED METAL ACCENT TREND FOR THE 
WINTER 2019. LET THE MIND GET LOOSE AND APPRECIATE THE COMBINATION OF METALS.







The Aquarius Center Table, by BOCA DO LOBO, is a jewelry piece table that blends a cer-
tain delicacy, bringing a contemporary ambience into the room with its elegance. Its tempered 
smoked glass top rests on a perfectly curved polished stainless steel base.

To complement the table no-
thing better than a little bit 
of light, to brighten up the 
room. The Ella Round Chan-
delier, by DELIGHTFULL, 
brings the perfect contrast 
between metals. The chan-
delier brings the clean and 
sophisticated feelings of the 
mid-century modern era. It 
has a body 100% handmade 
in brass and its lampshades 
made of aluminum, this ligh-
ting design was reinvented 
using today’s technical skills 
paired with the traditional 
craftsmanship and know
-how of Portuguese artisans. 

The body has a nickel plated 
finish, while the lampshades 
are lacquered a glossy black 
for a sleeker look.







COMPLEMENTING THE MIX METAL ACCENTS TREND IS THE LIGHT WOOD FLOORS

The light wood floors crea-
te a wider and brighter envi-
ronment. In this example, we 
are able to see an extensive 
and bright room with sim-
ple touches to the design. 
It also brings the clean and 
fresh effect to the room.

A big chandelier will 
bring more detail and 
luxury to a light wood 
floor and give key 
points of the rooms de-
sign. The Tycho Round 
Chandelier, by LUXXU, 
brings more light and 
openness to the room 
matching well with the 
floor. 

To give a pop of color to the ambience, the Nukka Bar Chair, by BRABBU, is a perfect combina-
tion of different winter trends. In a room with light floor it will bring contrast. The bar stole will 
end up highlighting the floor. Speaking of pop of colors, that leads to other trend. 90% white 
and 10 % color is a great bet for a winter design. The best part is the endless range of options 
there will be to combine and contrast with the various white shades.





The almost all white design reminds the snow that falls during the winter time and it resem-
bles with the clean and open space idea that the light wood floors transmitted. The cleanliness 
and freshness of a room is always wanted in a bathroom. The all white with a pop of color is the 
perfect option. 

MAISON VALENTINA offers a variety of luxury accessories that will accomplish the tendency, 
like the Lapiaz Bathtub inspired in the typical karst formations produced by the dissolution of 
limestone rocks. This unique bathtub enhances its gold that contrast with the mirrored effect 
of the stainless steel. On the other hand, the Symphony Washbasin, is the perfect combina-
tion to had the 10% of color. The washbasin is produced entirely in wood, finished with a high 
gloss black varnish. Its rectangular shape is wrapped by gold plated brass tubes, giving a gold 
accent on top of the black background. The integrated brass sinks produce a seamless yet lu-
xurious look to your master bathroom.







Accessorizing the bathroom with MAISON VALENTINA pieces, the refine textile of Rug’So-
ciety and the refine jewelry of PULLCAST puts the cherry on the top of the cake. Creating a 
detailed and sleek environment to the white and pop of color design. 

Starting accessorizing with the Petra Towel Rack. As the hand-carved block of Carrara Marble 
fuses with the polished brass tub, the Petra Towel Rack reveals its full splendor. It’s the perfect 
addition of white to the bathroom. The Tiffany Quartz LE4004, by PULLCAST, has their beau-
ty to appreciate from afar. Modern and exquisite pieces of hardware. To give a sophisticated 
look, the White Garden, by RUG’SOCIETY is simple yet unique. It will emphasize the winters 
new trend.





COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest trends with BOCA DO LOBO, DELIGH-
TFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, 

RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, and FOOGO, inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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